Epoxy Paint For Damp Cement Wall

Cement wall in an industrial setting needed an easy to clean epoxy coating/paint.

SNOPSIS:

NSP 120 epoxy paint was selected to coat the interior walls of an industrial plant in Texas. Walls are subject to hot water cleaning.
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Project Information

Pilgrim’s Pride - Mt. Pleasant, TX

Interior plant walls (concrete walls exposed to cleaning, sanitizing and wet environment)

Product Information

Primer: None used
Intermediate: NSP 120 epoxy coating
Finish: NSP 120 epoxy coating

Surface Preparation

Cleaned concrete walls prior to application of coating.

Follow Up Inspection or Update

Pilgrim’s Pride indicates this coating is the best performing coating they have used.

Overall Condition of Completed Project and/or Follow Up

Customer is very satisfied with the outcome of the project.

Read the Material Safety Data Sheet before using
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